
### World Press Re-Release Broadcast (c)(tm)(r)Patent WorldPTO.org FortuneONE.org 

2022 Nov 8.  Semi live NO LIE reporting from Gov Kemp Election gathering Battery 
Truist Park.


    We are #1 top most humble experts of all expertise reporting to world the current 
human condition of GREEDY GREEDY GREEDY. No humor implied or exaggerated.  
We are working the gathering today asking key questions of Is Your community better 
off or worst past few decades?  The feedback is exactly the must humiliating reality of 
NO NO NO. Most people have no clue that all mass poverty and all wars are caused 
BY FOR and OF the mega billionaires and mega Milkanaires including President 
PUTIN, CCParty and NKorea Fatso Jung SUNG LIM or whoever.


    Everyone expecting perfection from everyone else since most people are triggered 
negatively by basic grammar dialog like Sex, drugs, politics, sports, GOD, Christ, 
Mohammad, Communism, socialism, GUNS, rape, murder, pillage and even MAYHEM.  
We are on top step overlooking the PRESS POOL of very sophisticated journalists who 
report real time news.  Most of this groups are known as spin doctors.  They spin the 
outside news to increase ad generated revenue for their corporate general managers 
and editors as well as the mega billionaire MEDIA modeled moguls known collectively 
as the dynasty First Families. 

  We have been most accurately describing the hidden mega millionaires and 
BILKanaries as criminal ruling elite. NOT all of them, probably statistical deviation of 
socio demographics of 3 to 6% with error margin of 1% are those who control OUR 
databases and corporate empires at the BY-LAWS of the corporations. Worst ones are 
the BANKers known collectively as BANKsters, then the stock market brokers and 
some of the Real estate brokers.

   Each time our assets change hands, the brokers pay themselves first with stock 
options and corporate executive golden handcuffs of Stock Options, Corp aircraft, 
special super secret deals on why they buy since the same group.

Next to me is prensatlanta.com with an orange mic and video recorder scanning the 
back and front audiences at 9pm. He is about 60 years old.  Young 38 year old female 
press correspondent with long flowing hair sits on my far left in green Dress.

    Already spoke with 6 college students on WorldSchoolFUND.org 
TeamMoneyMachine.com, then quiet quite a few other high ranking business persons 
who came to see final election results of Hershel walker versus Rev Ralphael Warnock 
for Senator of GA in Washington D.C.

###


### World Press re release broadcast . Copyright trademark worldPTO.org from 
creatorKeith.com FortuneOne.org most humble world leaders led by keith brent 
duncan +1770-377-2106 Asheville NC, Atlanta Ga USA soon expanding rapidly to all 
nations worldwide based in Reinvestall.com and 118 webcast perfected required 
peace making utopia solutions.
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  Now every community becomes a self sustainable education based township where 
everyone shares their best learned expertise freely.  Includes concentration on the 
performing creative arts of music, open discussion forums, family gatherings, 
celebration events, recreation, sports.  All medical education financial counseling 
services are free with no exceptions. 


  The utopia campus is total free world economic freedom for anyone to travel and 
roam freely as long as their integrity rating is high enough to be readily accepted by 
the area residents.  This utilizes the human nature mentality condition of birds of a 
feather flock together. 

  

  The human generational brainwashed conditions always indicate that a percentage of 
people are genetically and /or culturally pre disposed to be introverts, outcasts, 
disabled, extraverts, and yes some are classified by others as psychotic misfits who 
have difficulty being accepted as contributing member peers of their campus based 
outreach ministries.


  All of the near perfected self help education ministries I have personally left behind to 
re create Gods new world ORDERED UNiocracy.org as self correcting as the human 
race advances as only peace makers.


  Our joint task force led by the most prominent influences of existing top world 
leaders are composed of mega billionaires givingPledge.space fortuneONE.org 
esteemed problem solving experts of all expertise.


  Most of us are very wealthy and do focus on transfer of nigh wisdom knowledge AND 
wealth to to new next generation of leaders since we spent our entire lives as top 
ranked scientist, engineers, research developers, computer system procreators, 
educators and master professors, human rights activists, philosophers, consultants, 
project managers.


  The current brainwashed most generations and class culture groups have divided 
themselves into self serving greedy cults who constantly bicker and complain about 
the other groups they view as non conformists when non biased reality observations 
show most people are the extreme cause of bigotry , racists, and divide and conquer 
pirate mentality.


   Last night I worked the Gov Kemp special election night celebration event floor from 
7pm until 10pm. I interviewed as many people as feasible concentrating on the young 
20 to 30 year old student groups.  Many of our conversations were with great 
influencers age 50 to 70.  95% of those I listen and share with are disillusioned by all 
current economic world events that directly inhibit their personal ability to live peaceful 
fruitful contributing lifestyles in peace making civil peace making  communities.
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 Basic daily routine work efforts involve taking care of personal needs, the needs of 
immediate family friends, then most blindly spend 11 hours a day on the slave trading 
gristmill of commuting to work, heads down 9 hours being totally compliant to the 
work warlords, then struggling back to run daily errands, back to home base to eat, 
clean house, maybe go to bars or other gathering places, watching junk propaganda 
sports and Tv, then collapsing exhausted when they struggle to fall asleep knowing full 
well the next day is a full repeat of yesterday...

  


  So many people look for diversions of vice, sin, and even crime that becomes their 
mainstay of existence of sex, drugs, alcohol, gambling, taking risks with the rights and 
assets of others be used they do not have an internal sense of family moral values and 
/ or willingness or learned ability to resolve their own issues and problems.  


  Therefore they instinctively create problems for others as a diversion excuse of 
procrastination that their meager self centered automatic instant gratification mentality 
is justified by the actions of all others.  


  Must be okay to commit crimes and sin vice since our current legal cultural system 
teaches get it NOW while the getting is BEST and pay the price of debt to make your 
problems go away for the next few days.


   Super criminal ruling elite are the root cultural secured secluded groups who 
understand fully how to control the masses of All of You using brainwashing 
propaganda and secret hidden deals including corporate golden handcuff write-offs 
and all those unionism loophole precedent case laws using the false term COMMON 
LAW that are single judge rulings never passed or ratified by our sovereign we Gods 
people or our existing elected law maker representatives


This we openly post to all mortals even today 2022nov09 Wednesday


   Our health and spirits continue rapidly failing since few people have any clue or self 
incentive to 


Act with fearless authority to protect the rights and assets of all 
others before thinking of self serving benefit results. 

  https://youtu.be/uIbP_xHSp9Q learn how to fast path be hired as a professional 
keynote speaker group using motivational visual recorded 5steps.life of Iseestand.org 
as demonstrate showcased back at NSAGeorgia.org vendor member of year 2911 
right before super terrorists stalked keith and forced him into hell jail 900 days 6 
intervals reminds us of STEM calculus NCSU classes year 1978 BidOnKeith.com now 
most humble world leader fortuneOne.org yodaKeith.com. Who joins us NOW to reap 
the benefits of $450 trillion USD redistribution of OUR wealth once reinvestall.com hits 
national news media once again recursively. 
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https://www.indiatimes.com/trending/wtf/shocking-laws-in-north-
korea-556386.html#Only_one_leader_to_vote_in_the_election


Details top 21 North Korea laws that are actually TRUE in almost all other nations 
caused by super criminal terrorists like Robert Dee ROSE, President PUTIN, CCP, list 
is indeed NAMED MORTAL definitive reality persons. 
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